Tux Machines is turning 15 this summer and as we noted over the weekend [6], many people now access the site using mobile devices, for which the site provides a subpar experience due to legacy. RSS feeds are therefore recommended. There’s our RSS feed for news [7], RSS feed for Tux Machines Blogs [8] and another for Techrights [9], where I write my original articles.

Most readers, however, do not use RSS feeds. Consider the 700 followers of our Twitter account [10], the 2,365 followers of our Diaspora account [3], 1,080 followers of our Mastodon account [4], and 63 followers of our Pleroma account.
(so about 4,000 in total). Those are dependent on third parties (we do not self-host these platforms). Even if "apps" are used for access to these social media platforms/sites, the links would lead to Tux Machines Web pages, which don't render particularly well on small screens (phones). So we've made this simple "app" for the site [2], but we're still testing it. If anyone out there can try it on an Android device and report back to us, we'll appreciate it greatly and use the feedback to improve it.  
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